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�reface

Sprawled irregularly across a continent, and settled at different times by

different peoples, Canada is not an easy country to know. French then

British settler colonies were superimposed on Native peoples, and discon-

tinuous patches of European settlement were bounded by rock, frost, and,

eventually, the border with the United States. In various ways, Canada has

been a reluctant creation. No European country has anything like its past,

nor does its neighbour, the United States. The American past has to do

with extension and abundance, the Canadian, slowly worked out near or

beyond the northern continental limit of agriculture, with discontinuity,

paradox, and limitations – with boundaries at almost every turn. There

have been no a prioris, no master plans, no first principles. There has been

an evolving patchwork of settlements, and in each of them an accumulat-

ing experience with the land and peoples nearby that eventually would be

combined into a country.

Complicating the problem of knowing Canada is the widespread

contemporary disinclination to write national histories. They are seen as

hegemonic, as favouring the interests of some over others, and, at worst,

as imposing a triumphant linear narrative on the intricate variety of the

past. If national histories are viewed in this light, the challenge, obviously,

is to deconstruct them. Yet, early in the twenty-first century it is far from

clear what national history of Canada awaits deconstruction. There is no

consistent, broadly accepted narrative of the Canadian past. Most of the

country’s historians work at a much more local scale, so much so that

some of them lament the near demise of Canadian history. The Canadian
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public, for its part, is hesitant about the nature of Canadian identity and

the meaning of being Canadian. In these circumstances, construction seems

at least as important as deconstruction. It too can be sensitive to ambigu-

ity, nuance, and difference. It need not treat a country’s past as a stage for

a well-programmed play any more than as an amalgam of changing places

where lives were lived and events occurred, settlements were created or

destroyed, and the land was etched with differently lived lives. Such is the

past one wants to explore – not to promote, preach, or create a national

vision but to understand and thereby bring into somewhat clearer focus

what this country is and what it is not.

And so I return with a good deal of enthusiasm and a certain sense of

urgency to an undertaking in which I have engaged before. In the late

1960s and early 1970s, John Warkentin and I wrote a general account of

early Canada, Canada before Confederation: A Historical Geography. In the

late 1970s and through much of the ’80s, I edited another general account,

the first volume of the Historical Atlas of Canada. The former, which was

intended as an undergraduate text, served for a considerable time but has

been superseded by new research, fresh ways of conceptualizing and theo-

rizing the past, and the changing nature of Canada. The latter, to which

many scholars contributed, has proved more resilient, but would be han-

dled differently today. Moreover, its coverage was shaped by its cartographic

emphasis, and ended, for the most part, at the beginning of the nineteenth

century. It seemed clear, therefore, that a new account of early Canada was

needed. Canada before Confederation was too dated to be revised. A differ-

ent book was required, but only recently have I had time to review current

literatures, think again about this country, and write. The Reluctant Land

is the result. It is intended for students in history or historical geography

and for all others – including scholars and the reading public – who seek

a broad account of land and life in early Canada. I would like Canadians

to know their country better.

Early Canada was a distinctive and changing human geography, and I

have long assumed that my own field, historical geography, was particu-

larly well placed to consider this mixture of people and land. Yet, some

historians work with similar ingredients, and in this book I have sought to

write an interdisciplinary account, at once historical and geographical,

of land and life in early Canada between AD 1500 – when, five hundred

years after the Norse, Europeans began to re-encounter a vast and diverse

Preface
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Native land – and the Confederation years of the late 1860s and early 1870s.

Except here and there where the discussion touches on my own research,

I have relied on regionally and topically focused secondary literatures, the

most relevant parts of which, for my purposes, are identified in the sug-

gested readings that follow each chapter. The grist for a fresh, large ac-

count of early Canada lies in the rich body of detailed local research

completed over the last thirty years and more; the orientation of such an

account is inflected by contemporary Canada itself and, to some extent,

by the currently available theoretical literature. It is a matter of absorbing

these research findings, and then of musing about them in relation to

each other, the country past and present, and the interpretative and theor-

etical frameworks at hand.

But one needs be cautious. There is no theoretical framework from

which Canada can be deduced. Theory tends to abstraction and simplifi-

cation; used deductively, it is inclined to strip away a country’s complexity

and individuality. If theory has the invaluable capacity to pose new ques-

tions and open new avenues of enquiry, it cannot provide a broad syn-

thetic understanding of the intricate, variegated convergence of people

and land out of which early Canada emerged. Marx’s imposing analysis of

early industrial capitalism, for example, catches some elements of early

Canada while missing many others altogether. For the purposes of this

book, he is a useful but partial resource. Similarly, though recent litera-

tures in cultural theory and postcolonial studies have generated impor-

tant enquiries into the interrelationships of culture and power, they have

largely ignored other forms of power. Moreover, as many critics have

pointed out, they tend to describe a generic colonialism, thus underplaying

the variety and complexity of colonial experience, particularly as coloni-

alism worked itself out in settler colonies. And so, though I draw on these

and other theoretical literatures in various ways, readers will find, I hope,

that The Reluctant Land is not dominated by them.

Rather, I have tried to work inductively with both Canada and theory

– the former rather more than the latter. I largely agree with Harold Innis,

still Canada’s most distinguished economic historian, that the concep-

tualization of Canada must emerge in good part from within Canada

itself. The country has been a particular creation. There are, however,

patterns in this distinctiveness to which theoretical literatures can be some

guide, but even more, I think, a steeping in the country’s circumstances.

Preface
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In a general book on early Canada, that steeping entails an immersion not

in the archives, which (at the scale of the whole country) are simply too

large and undigested, but rather in the archivally based research literature.

The recent focus of most of this literature, whether written by historians,

historical geographers, or historical sociologists, has been social or eco-

nomic; it is this focus, coupled with my own inclinations, that orients

much of the analysis in this book. I have taken a good part of the research

literature of the last thirty years, my own writing on and experience with

this country, and such elements of more general theory as seemed rel-

evant, put them into a pot, and stirred – the recipe for this book. Although

full of the changing local arrangements of this sprawled land and of my

attempts to account for them, it is also intended as a step towards the

clearer conceptualization – in the loosest sense, the incipient theorization

– of the background of the country as a whole.

Given its scale and objectives, The Reluctant Land omits far more than

it treats. These pages contain next to nothing of biography or of political,

institutional, or religious history. Many people appear, but few individu-

als. Stories are few, although perhaps the whole book is a story. Rather,

there are accounts of the changing arrangement and interactions of people

and land in early Canada and of the humanized spaces of early Canadian

life. The Reluctant Land looks less at individuals than at these frames within

which their lives were situated, and does so because they largely shaped

early Canada and remain, I think, the point of departure for thought about

this country. A good part of contemporary Canadian life – much of our

politics and creative writing, for example – still revolves around them.

I begin with an overview of settlement patterns in northern North

America in AD 1500, just as Europeans were beginning to re-establish con-

nections across the North Atlantic. Such a point of departure permits a

description of pre-contact Aboriginal lifeworlds without requiring an ex-

planation – unnecessary for the purposes of this book – of their origins.

Chapter 2 deals with European explorers and cartography, with fishers

and fur traders, and with the possible sixteenth-century introduction of

European diseases. From there, Chapter 3 turns to the French settler col-

onies in Acadia and Canada, following them to the mid-eighteenth cen-

tury. Chapter 4 treats the continental interior and the turbulent mix of

Native peoples, introduced diseases, missionaries, French and English fur

traders, and soldiers that emerged there during the seventeenth and first

Preface
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half of the eighteenth centuries. The fifth chapter is geopolitical; it con-

siders the wars, treaties, and boundary settlements out of which British

North America emerged, and in so doing establishes the geographical

framework for the rest of the book. From this point, my treatment is re-

gional because in these years British North America was, essentially, a set

of separate colonies and regions. Chapter by chapter, I consider Newfound-

land, the Maritimes, Lower Canada (Quebec), Upper Canada (Ontario),

the northwestern interior, and British Columbia. In each, to put it baldly,

I explore the changing interrelations of society, space, and land. In Chap-

ter 12, I summarize the Confederation agreements, and then, more gener-

ally and abstractly than elsewhere in this book, consider the patterns of

land and life on which they were superimposed. This leads me, finally, to

reflect on some of the implications of Confederation and its long North

American past for Canada as we know it today.

A note about the word “Canada,” which has not always meant what it

does today. During the French regime it referred either to the French colony

along the lower St. Lawrence River or (frequently interchangeably with

“New France”) to the large French position in northeastern North America

from the eastern Gulf of St. Lawrence through the Great Lakes. After the

conquest, and particularly after the Quebec Act of 1774, the term was re-

placed by “the Province of Quebec,” then was revived after the Constitu-

tional Act of 1791 in the terms “Lower Canada” (today, southern Quebec)

and “Upper Canada” (southern Ontario). There, with the modification in

1841 to “Canada East” and “Canada West,” this toponymy rested until Con-

federation. The Atlantic colonies were not part of Canada. Nor was the

West. Nor, for a good time, were all the inhabitants of Lower Canada Can-

adians. Long after 1760, Canadians were the French-speaking people whose

ancestors had settled along the lower St. Lawrence during the French re-

gime. Others there – Scots, Irish, English, Americans – were newcomers.

In this book I use the word “Canada” in three different senses: to refer,

anachronistically, to the whole territory of modern Canada, as in the sub-

title; to refer to the French colony along the lower St. Lawrence; and to

refer to the territories variously called Canada between 1791 and Confed-

eration. I use the term “Canadian” as it was employed during the French

regime and long thereafter: to identify the French-speaking inhabitants of

Canada. I do not refer to “French Canadians” or “English Canadians” un-

til the 1850s and 1860s, when these identifications became more current.

Preface
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Finally, a few words about Louise Dechêne, to whom this book is dedi-

cated. She was a committed and exemplary scholar; her best-known book,

Habitants et marchands de Montréal, published in 1974, remains by far the

outstanding work on Canada during the French regime – rivaled only by

a manuscript on the state and warfare that she left unfinished at her death

and is soon to be published. She poured talent and energy into her writ-

ing, her students, and her collaborations (volume 1 of the Historical Atlas

of Canada, for example). She had a deep, abiding respect for careful, ar-

chival scholarship, and, through her own such work, for the ordinary people

of early Canada, knowing as she did the difficulty of most of their lives.

She was a friend who put her views strongly and would probably have

disagreed with parts of the analysis that follows.

Preface
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1497-1632

At the end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries, the

human societies in the eastern and western hemispheres began to be re-

connected, and, as they were, two theatres of European activity emerged in

the western Atlantic. One began in the Caribbean in 1492 and quickly spread

into Central and South America. The other began in Newfoundland in

1497 and spread hesitantly westward. Most of the coast between the two

was reconnoitered in the 1520s, then largely ignored for much of a century.

The northern theatre touched a deeply indented, rocky, ice-scoured

coast dominated by a severe continental climate that froze many harbours

for at least a month a year. Yet Europeans soon explored this inhospitable

coast, in so doing reporting, renaming, and mapping it in ways that they

could understand. As soon as it became evident that a valuable resource –

an apparently endless supply of codfish – had been located, European

commercial capital arrived. From the beginning of the sixteenth century,

fishing ships came annually from Europe. The northeastern edge of a pre-

viously invisible continent came into European focus, some of its prod-

ucts entered European economies, and it began to figure in the geopolitical

calculations of European courts. Its peoples may have experienced the ef-

fects of introduced infectious diseases. In such ways, the separation of the

two sides of the Atlantic ended, and the momentum of change along this

edge of North America became increasingly European.

Imagining and Claiming the Land
Before many Europeans could operate along the northeastern fringe of

North America, the European imagination had to make some sense of it,
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less, perhaps, to establish “what was there” than to arrange and order the

land in terms that Europeans could understand. Otherwise, it was bewil-

dering and profoundly disorienting. The process of ordering New World

space, and thereby of making it knowable, continues to the present, but

for some time after initial contact, explorers’ reports and maps were the

principal means of bringing this space into some preliminary focus. Re-

ports, based on fleeting observation and self-serving promotions, were

usually tantalizing exaggerations. The maps that explorers and cartog-

raphers produced were egregious abstractions that represented endless

complexities by a few lines. Yet these words and lines enabled Europeans

to know and think in certain ways – ways embedded in systems of power

that allowed them to begin to possess spaces they hardly knew.

Explorers’ reports and the maps they and European cartographers pro-

duced were means of translation and simplification. They rendered the

myriad voices of new lands in an accessible European language. Once trans-

lated into this language, the land could be communicated, and then could

be argued and strategized over from afar. Moreover, to the extent that this

language enabled Europeans to orient themselves in a space about which

they knew little, it allowed them to ignore indigenous voices situated in

intricate but, from a European perspective, essentially alien systems of

knowledge. A few lines on a map served to eviscerate the land of its indig-

enous knowledge, thus presenting it as empty, untrammelled space avail-

able for whatever the European imagination wished to do.

The process of translation and simplification began as soon as Euro-

peans came into regular contact with the northeastern corner of North

America. Its modern European discovery began, as far as we know, in July

1497, when the Genoese explorer-merchant John Cabot, sailing with the

financial backing of merchants in Bristol and the permission of the Eng-

lish Tudor king Henry VII, reached coastal Newfoundland or Nova Scotia.

He found a bleak coast, waters teeming with fish, and some prospect of a

sea route to China, for which he received £10 from Henry VII and support

from his backers to outfit five ships for a voyage the next year. One of

these ships soon returned, storm-damaged, but the other four never did.

In 1499 a Portuguese, João Fernandes, reached at least Greenland (which

he named Tiera de Lavrador, a name that would migrate west); a year later

another Portuguese, Gaspar Corte-Real, also authorized by King Manuel

of Portugal, sailed as far as Greenland. He was back in 1501 and continued
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to Newfoundland, but then was lost at sea, as was his brother Miguel who

sailed to look for him. These precarious probes into the northwestern

Atlantic had found and reported land, but what land? Cabot and his back-

ers thought he had reached a northeastern peninsula of China, an assump-

tion represented on several early sixteenth-century maps (Map 2.1a).

Fernandes and Gaspar Corte-Real thought they had found an island (Map

2.1b). The conceptual discovery of North America apparently had not been

made, although a remarkable map by the Spaniard Juan de la Cosa and

variously dated from 1500 to 1508 suggests that it might have been (Map

2.1c). La Cosa’s map shows a continuous coastline between the Spanish

discoveries in the Gulf of Mexico and English discoveries, marked with

flags, far to the north. It is the first representation of the east coast of

North America. Some hold that La Cosa, who was in the Caribbean in

1499, could have got this information only from John Cabot, who, accord-

ing to this interpretation, charted the coast and somehow communicated

his findings to La Cosa before he and his ships disappeared.

Map 2.1 Cartographic understandings of North America, early sixteenth century |
Reproductions of the original maps are in Derek Hayes, Historical Atlas of Canada: Canada’s
History Illustrated with Original Maps (Vancouver and Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre, 2002),
16, 19, and 21.
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Whatever the case, most European cartographers did not accept any-

thing like the continental outline on the La Cosa map until the late 1520s.

By this time the Florentine Giovanni Verrazano, sailing for France, and

the Portuguese Estévan Gomez, sailing for Spain, had charted the east coast

of North America between Newfoundland and Florida. With a fairly con-

tinuous land mass established, the eastern edge of North America was

coming into focus, and exploration turned to other questions: how to get

around or through this obstruction on the route to China, or whether

profit might be derived from it. Verrazano had reported what he took to

be open ocean beyond an offshore bar along the coast of the Carolinas. In

the north, the Gulf of St. Lawrence was not yet known, nor was New-

foundland again understood as an island.

By the 1530s, bullion from the Spanish conquests of the Aztecs in Mexico,

the Maya in Guatemala, and the Inca in Peru was flowing to Spain, and the

prospect of finding and looting other empires became as enticing as a

short route to China. In this climate of speculative imperialism, François

I, king of France, commissioned Jacques Cartier, a Breton master-mariner

from St-Malo, to enter a reported strait beyond the Baye des Chasteaulx

(the Strait of Belle Isle, between Newfoundland and Labrador). Cartier

sailed in April 1534, and before his return in early September had explored

most of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, taken possession of the land in the name

of the French king, and captured two St. Lawrence Iroquoians whom he

took to the French court. These achievements earned him a second com-

mission, and he was back the next year with three ships and 112 men. Di-

rected by his two captives, Cartier sailed up the St. Lawrence River as far as

his larger ships could navigate. From there he explored west to Montreal

Island, where he found a large well-palisaded village (Hochelaga) com-

prising, he reported, some fifty houses, each about fifty paces long and

twelve to fifteen wide. Returning to his ships, he spent a harrowing winter

of unanticipated cold, scurvy (a quarter of his men died), and increasing

Native hostility before capturing ten villagers including the local chief

(Donacona) and getting away to France. But he had found, as he reported

to the king, “the largest river that is known to have ever been seen,” flow-

ing through well-inhabited “lands of yours” of great fertility and richness.

He also brought reports of a kingdom of the Saguenay, one moon’s jour-

ney beyond Hochelaga, where he had been told “there are many towns

and ... great store of gold and copper.” Such reports, embellished by
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Donacona in France, drew an expedition in 1541 of some five hundred

men. Headed by a French nobleman, Jean-François de la Roque, sieur de

Roberval, this was intended less to find a route to China (which now seemed

unlikely via the St. Lawrence) than to establish a colony and exploit the

riches of the Kingdom of Saguenay. Almost everything went wrong. Cartier

and Roberval were at odds, diamonds and gold sent back to France turned

out to be quartz crystals and iron pyrites, the Kingdom of Saguenay was

not found, and scurvy and Native attacks decimated the colonists. Roberval

and the last of the survivors left in July 1543. The French would not be

back on the St. Lawrence for almost forty years.

Cartier’s explorations – and particularly the colonization venture with

Roberval – had much in common with those of the Spaniards Coronado

(with three hundred men) and De Soto (with six hundred), who at ap-

proximately the same time were drawn by tales of kingdoms and treasure

into lands far north of the Gulf of Mexico. None of them found what they

sought while traversing huge territories that Europeans had never seen

before. In fact, Cartier had accomplished a great deal, although his pol-

itics had antagonized the St. Lawrence Iroquoians, the principal reason,

probably, for the French withdrawal from the river. He had brought the

Gulf of St. Lawrence and the St. Lawrence Valley into a European field of

vision, had taken possession of them in the name of the king of France,

and had transformed the cartography of northeastern North America.

Cartier’s own maps have not survived, but cartographers in Dieppe drew

on his discoveries to produce several magnificent maps. Part of one of

them, drafted by Pierre Desceliers in 1550, is reproduced in Map 2.2. New-

foundland is shown detached from the mainland, the islands in the Gulf

of St. Lawrence are approximately in place, and the St. Lawrence River is

drawn to and somewhat beyond its confluence with the Ottawa.

Wherever Europeans had been, the map is strewn with names. Along

the Atlantic coast, it includes but a few of the many names associated

with the inshore fishery (see below). Map 2.3 shows more of them: the

place names on sixteenth-century maps that can be located precisely on

modern maps of Newfoundland’s Avalon Peninsula, a small fraction of

the names that, undoubtedly, were then current in the largely oral world

of the inshore fishery. Even within R de sam Joham (St. John’s Harbour),

there must have been dozens of place names in several European lan-

guages. Further west on Desceliers’ map, the place names are either
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gallicized renderings of Amerindian words or French names given by

Cartier. All these names, superimposed on older namings in languages

Europeans did not know and could not pronounce, served to make the

land accessible to Europeans. It was acquiring an outline they could visu-

alize and names they could recognize. Place names were a means of eras-

ure: the name “Terre des Bretons,” for example, obscured the Mi’kmaq

and other Native peoples who lived there and other European fishers who

came there. A few of them suggest a tentative hybridity as some Native

words were rendered in European phonologies.

Desceliers’ 1550 map, like other small-scale maps of the day, was not

for general distribution. He intended it primarily for Henri II, then the

king of France, and not simply for the king’s pleasure. It showed the terri-

tory discovered and claimed for France by a French explorer commissioned

by the king, and situated this territory in a continental geography, as then

understood. Such maps were statements of possession and geopolitical

Map 2.2 Eastern North America, 1550. The map is oriented with south at the top;

the peninsula at upper right is Florida. | Cartographer, Pierre Desceliers. For a large

colour reproduction, see Hayes, Historical Atlas of Canada, 29.
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tools. In effect, they were a means to transfer a few bits of information,

real or fanciful, about a distant place to what the French sociologist Bruno

Latour calls a centre of calculation where this spare information could be

put to work. In this case it entered the diplomatic channels of French geo-

politics. So recontextualized, bits of information from maps or reports

could be transformed into territorial claims that, from the perspective of

the peoples inhabiting the territory, seemed to have dropped from the

blue. When, in 1569, Gerard Mercator first engraved and printed a map of

the world in the projection for which he became famous, he identified the

lands on either side of the St. Lawrence River as Nova Francia.

The reports and maps generated by Cartier’s voyages and the French

claims to the St. Lawrence had the effect of shifting northward the search

for a passage to China. Magellan had found a southern passage; surely

Map 2.3 Sixteenth-century European place names, Avalon Peninsula | After

S. Barkham, in Historical Atlas of Canada, vol. 1, From the Beginning to 1800, ed. R. Cole Harris,
cart. Geoffrey J. Matthews (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987), plate 22.
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God, in his wisdom, had also created a northern one. Most of the effort to

find it was English. Beginning in the 1570s with three expeditions led by

Martin Frobisher, continuing in the 1580s with John Davis, and ending in

1616 with William Baffin and Robert Bylot, the search between Greenland

and Baffin Island reached the extraordinary latitude of 77°45'N. It pro-

duced several ceremonial possession takings of land, fighting with the Inuit

(Figure 2.1), black gold ore mined in Frobisher Bay (it turned out to be

highly metamorphosed igneous rock), and harrowing reports of ice – on

which Coleridge probably drew for “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” –

but no passage. South of Baffin Island, Henry Hudson followed a strait

into a huge chamber of the sea that became known as Hudson Bay, where

he and his men over-wintered in 1610-11. After the ice finally broke up

the following June, most of his crew mutinied and abandoned him. Other

explorers followed: William Button in 1612-13; the Dane Jens Munk in

Figure 2.1 Englishmen in a Skirmish with Eskimo (detail), 1585-93 (artist, John

White). A fight on the south shore of Frobisher Bay, Baffin Island. Result: five or six

Inuit dead, one of Frobisher’s men seriously wounded, and an Inuit woman and her

son captured. | British Museum, 00026164001, © The Trustees of the British Museum.
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1619-20; and in the early 1630s Luke Foxe, backed by London merchants,

and Thomas James, backed by a rival group in Bristol. With the technol-

ogy of the day, the passage they sought did not exist to be found. But these

voyages into Hudson Bay as well as those into Davis Strait and Baffin Bay

had transformed the cartography of far northeastern North America. Luke

Foxe’s map, published in 1635 (Map 2.4), shows what had been accom-

plished. There were still a few holes in the cartographic coastline that might

lead to passages, but after so much negative information investors were

no longer willing to assume the cost of probing them. Although they had

no return to show for investments spread over fifty years, the English had

acquired experience with arctic navigation and knowledge of Hudson Bay,

Map 2.4 Part of America, Luke Foxe, 1635 | British Columbia

Archives, 1-61569.
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and both would be drawn on when an English fur trade began later in the

century.

By this time there had been French settlements on the St. Lawrence for

more than two decades, and the fur trade (discussed below) was well in

train. In 1632, near the end of his life, Samuel de Champlain, the explorer/

trader/cartographer who had established the French on the St. Lawrence,

published his final cartographic synthesis of the regions in which he had

spent most of his adult years. This remarkable map (Map 2.5) shows the

Atlantic coast with fair precision, identifies three of the Great Lakes – Lac

St. Louis (Lake Ontario), Mer Douce (Lake Huron), and Grand Lac (Lake

Superior or Lake Michigan) – and suggests Lake Erie. Champlain’s car-

tography had reached with some accuracy far into the continental inter-

ior, well beyond territory that any European had seen.

The map suggests just how far the venture on the St. Lawrence had

drawn the French towards the continental interior and into contact with

Native peoples. To a considerable extent, Champlain had reproduced Na-

tive geographical knowledge while, like other European cartographers,

simplifying and decontextualizing it. He could not reproduce the intri-

cate textures of Native environmental knowledge, and the edges of that

understanding that he did reproduce were detached from their cultural

context. The pictorial representations of Native settlements on Champlain’s

map include elements of Native architecture while resembling European

peasant villages (Map 2.5). Much of the map simply creates blank space.

At the same time, it produced a type of information that, at the scale of

northeastern North America, Native knowledge could not match. It had

shifted the land into a different category of information, one that Native

people did not need, but that Europeans did, for it allowed them to visu-

alize space and, however approximately, to get their bearings. Ironically,

the Native information that Champlain incorporated in his map became

a means of enabling Europeans to reconceptualize Native space in Euro-

pean terms. Like Desceliers’ before it, Champlain’s map enabled the French

Crown to claim territory, and in so doing to ignore Native possession while

asserting its own interests. A rudimentary knowledge of the land, made

available in Europe, became a considerable source of European power – a

cartographic equation of power and knowledge that would be repeated

across the continent.
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Map 2.5 New France, Samuel de Champlain, 1632 | Library and Archives Canada,

NMC, 51970.
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The Sixteenth-Century Fisheries
While this process of discovering, naming, reporting, and claiming was

going on, European capital and labour mobilized to exploit a major new

world resource. John Cabot had found an abundance of codfish; virtually

as soon as this resource was known, portions of European offshore fisher-

ies moved to exploit it. Years ago Harold Innis, Canada’s most distinguished

economic historian, argued that the early Canadian economy turned

around the export of slightly processed primary resources – staple trades,

he called them – of which the first was the cod fishery. As far as the six-

teenth century is concerned, he was right on both counts.

The transatlantic cod fishery grew out of an international fishery con-

ducted by French, Basque, Portuguese, and English fishers in waters off

southern Ireland, one of several offshore European fisheries established

long before 1500 in response to declining inshore fish stocks. Ships and

fishing technologies, experienced labour, sources of supplies, lines of credit,

insurance, and investors were at hand. So were markets, especially among

the growing urban population of the relatively well off, for a suitable food

for the many fish days – 153 a year in France, Spain, and Portugal – pre-

scribed by the church. Whereas European inshore fisheries were often lo-

cal extensions of peasant economies, the offshore fisheries were complex

commercial systems driven by experienced, profit-seeking commercial

capital. When John Cabot and his successors reported new fish stocks,

portions of this well-established commercial system swung westward to

connect one of the world’s largest supplies of edible fish to European mar-

kets. The Portuguese were there first, followed quickly by Normans and

Bretons, and in the 1520s by French and Spanish Basques.

Although this fishery had reached a rock-bound – and, in winter, ice-

bound – coast, one of the least hospitable in the midlatitudes on earth, it

relied entirely at first on inshore waters for fish and on-shore installations

for processing them. In this inshore fishery, fishing took place from small

boats, not from the ship that had crossed the Atlantic. It depended, there-

fore, on suitable sites ashore that were accessible to the fishing grounds.

Captains sought out harbours where their ships could be safely anchored

or moored, and where there were beach cobbles (rather than sand) for

drying cod, room for landing stages and cabins, wood for construction

and repairs, fresh water, and (less certainly) cloudy, windy weather for
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drying. Such harbours were identified, named, and returned to year after

year. After midcentury, another fishing strategy appeared as some cap-

tains began to make directly for the offshore banks, fish there from aboard

ship, and return to Europe without landing in the New World – a strategy

provoked, perhaps, by climatic deterioration with the onset of the Little

Ice Age and the migration of cod to deeper waters offshore. Thereafter,

inshore and banks fisheries (depicted schematically in Map 2.6) would

have a long coexistence.

Both fisheries were labour-intensive. On the banks, fishermen used

baited hooks and weighted hempen lines, often of fifty metres or longer.

The cod they laboriously hauled on board were headed, gutted, and boned

at tables on the deck, and the fillets preserved in the ship’s hold between

layers of salt, a “wet” (or “green”) cure. In the inshore fishery, landing

stages and cabins had to be built or repaired, and boats (usually prefabri-

cated in Europe) assembled, work that occupied the better part of a month

after the ship arrived. During the fishing period, usually lasting some six

weeks, crews of three fished with hook and line in small boats close to

shore and, at the end of each fishing day, unloaded their catch at a landing

stage. There the cod were dressed as in the offshore fishery, then lightly

salted and piled for several days, then washed, then put out to dry (Figure

2.2). In good weather, this dry cure took about ten days, during which the

cod were spread out, skin down, at dawn, turned at midday, and piled at

night – drying that moved each piece of cod some thirty times. Some

three months after it had arrived, when all of this was accomplished, the

ship had to be loaded and readied to sail. All work was manual. When fish

were abundant, the specialized division of labour on the landing stages

was, essentially, an unmechanized assembly line that worked around the

Map 2.6 The inshore and banks fisheries | After cartograms by G. Head, in Harris

and Matthews, Historical Atlas of Canada, vol. 1, plate 21.
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clock. The largely unskilled work of washing and drying began at dawn,

about 3:00 a.m., and continued until dark. The fish boats, usually carrying

one experienced fisherman (always a man) and two novices, also left at

dawn for long days on choppy waters with hempen lines, five-pound

Figure 2.2 Newfoundland fishing stations, 1772. Particular building techniques,

even particular methods of piling fish, were associated with fishers from different

parts of Europe. The upper illustration depicts a Basque operation. The cannon in

the lower picture (probably on the Labrador shore) was intended to ward off the

Inuit. | M. Duhamel du Monceau, Traité générale des pêches (Paris: Saillant et Nyon, 1772).
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weights, and heavy cod. Many workers, relentless toil, little sleep – such

was life at a shore installation.

This labour had to come from somewhere, and there were two op-

tions: to bring it from Europe or to recruit it overseas. The latter was tried,

not always unsuccessfully, but there were basic problems. Along most of

the coasts frequented by the transatlantic inshore fishery, the indigenous

population was too small and too dispersed to provide more than occa-

sional supplementary labour. Moreover, relations between Europeans and

Natives had soon soured. Some Native women were raped, some Native

people killed. In much of Newfoundland, the Beothuk avoided the coasts

when the Europeans were there, then ransacked their landing stages and

cabins for iron when they were not. The Thule Inuit, more formidable

warriors, drove inshore cod fishers off the Labrador coast, killing some in

the process. From the fishers’ perspective, civilization had encountered

savagery. Hostility, then, rather than accommodation or interdependence,

soon characterized race relations in this fishery. Shore workers rarely saw

a Beothuk, and usually tried to shoot the few they did see. Captains at

shore installations in northern Newfoundland mounted cannon on their

landing stages to fend off the Inuit (Figure 2.2). South of Newfoundland,

Mi’kmaq families occasionally assisted with drying, but, overall, the la-

bour force of the sixteenth-century fishery came, year after year, from

Europe.

Large numbers of ships, men, and boys were involved. In 1578 an Eng-

lish merchant, Anthony Parkhurst, estimated that 350 to 380 ships and

eight to ten thousand men were sent out each year; there is growing evi-

dence that Parkhurst’s figures are too low. The historian Laurier Turgeon

reports that three French ports – Rouen, La Rochelle, and Bordeaux – sent

156 ships in 1565, and estimates that by 1580 there were 500 ships from

France alone, most of them small unspecialized vessels of forty to a hun-

dred tons. Although a less spectacular enterprise than the Spanish sailings

to the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, the Newfoundland cod fisheries

involved several times as many ships and far more people. They took

back an enormous amount of food, as much as a million hundredweight

(some fifty thousand tons) of processed cod in 1615. Green cod went to

northern ports, and dried cod, with better preserving qualities, to more

southerly ports, many of them in the Mediterranean. The historian D.B.
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Quinn suggests that, year in and year out, Newfoundland cod may well

have been as valuable as the gold and silver from New Spain.

The installations created by the inshore fishery were seasonal work

camps, the oldest type of European settlement in Canada, and a type that

survives to the present. They were starkly utilitarian places organized

around the processing of a resource for shipment. A landing stage, an oil

vat, a washing cage, perhaps low platforms (flakes) for drying cod, rough

cabins (often roofed with sails) for officers and crew: these were the con-

structions at a fish camp. Its inhabitants were a detached segment of Eu-

ropean society with, in the sixteenth century, no option but to return to

Europe. The land around was forbidding; there was no alternative em-

ployment. In these circumstances, European wage rates held, just as they

did in the offshore fishery, which did not touch the New World. The social

structure of the camp, dominated by the captain, reflected the hierarchy

of work, which in turn reflected something of the social structure of the

ports of embarkation. The officers were of higher social standing at home

than the fishermen and shore workers, most of whom came from the land-

less, mobile poor in the hinterlands of the ports. For such people the fish-

ery, hard as it was, offered relatively attractive employment, far less killing,

for example, than a voyage to the Caribbean. Insurers assumed that no

more than 3 to 4 percent of the fishing ships would be lost in any given

year, and there was less disease than on more southerly voyages. A fish

camp also reproduced something of the cultural localness of sixteenth-

century Europe. Its people had come from the same local region and shared

elements of a local culture: accent, clothing, food preferences, building

technologies, perhaps even ways of baiting hooks and drying fish. Essen-

tially, the camps were thin seasonal offshoots – expressing sharply defined

but truncated social hierarchies and selected elements of distant local cul-

tures – of the complex social hierarchies and regional cultures from which

they had sprung and to which they remained attached. The families of

these fishermen were on the other side of the Atlantic.

Because it generated wealth and particularly because it provided a

nursery for seamen for royal navies, the transatlantic cod fishery was

watched from the courts of Western Europe and figured in geopolitical

and military calculations, particularly when English fishermen began to

frequent Newfoundland waters in the 1570s. The English arrived partly
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because the Danes had pushed them out of Icelandic waters but also, as

historical geographer Stephen Hornsby has shown, because English mer-

chants who had begun trading in the Iberian Peninsula and throughout

the Mediterranean for local goods and other goods from the Levant and

the Indies, turned to the Newfoundland fisheries to find additional means

to pay for their Mediterranean purchases. A triangular trade soon linked

English ports in the West Country, the Newfoundland fisheries, and Medi-

terranean markets. This English presence in the fishery developed shortly

before warfare broke out between England and Spain for the control of

the Atlantic. For both powers, their fisheries provided seamen for navies,

but when the Spanish Armada of 1588 was harried by the English navy and

wrecked by gales, when two subsequent armadas also failed, and when

English privateers raided with increasing success around the peripheries

of the Spanish Atlantic – including driving both the Spanish and Portu-

guese off the east coast of Newfoundland’s Avalon Peninsula – the balance

of sea power turned to the English. Behind English sea power lay the off-

shore fisheries, dominated increasingly by Newfoundland.

At some point in the sixteenth century, most European ports from

Bristol to Lisbon had participated in this fishery. By 1600 the Spanish and

Portuguese fisheries were in sharp decline, a result of royal exactions of

capital and men to finance and man the armadas, rising outfitting costs

(as bullion from New Spain drove up Iberian prices and made it difficult

for Spanish and Portuguese fishermen to compete with the French and

English), and English privateering. Map 2.7 shows the coasts frequented

by fishermen of various nationalities throughout the sixteenth century.

By the end of the century the picture had simplified: English fisheries domi-

nated in eastern Newfoundland between Cape Race and Bonavista, and

French fisheries almost everywhere else.

Basque whaling operations along the south coast of Labrador closely

followed the beginnings of the cod fishery. An experienced whaling fleet

had long operated out of the Basque ports in northern Spain, and with

reports of bowhead whales along the Labrador coast a portion of it crossed

the Atlantic to exploit them. The first Basque whaling stations on the

Labrador coast of the Strait of Belle Isle appeared in the 1530s; by the

1570s at least twenty to thirty large whalers, many of them of four to six

hundred tons’ burden and carrying at least a hundred men, arrived each

year. The whaling stations were another form of sixteenth-century work
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camp focused, in this case, on rendering blubber into train oil. Again,

seasonal European labour comprised the principal workforce, although

much more Native labour was used than in the cod fishery – Laurier

Turgeon reports an English navigator, Richard Whitbourne, who said that

Natives assisted the Basques “with great diligence and patience to kill, cut

up and boil the whales to make train oil.” In the 1570s, whales were becom-

ing scarce along the Strait of Belle Isle, perhaps because of over-hunting

but quite possibly because of climate change. By the early 1580s some of

the Basque whalers shifted westward towards the mouth of the Saguenay

River (Map 2.8), where several recently excavated whaling stations reveal

that they also employed Native labour and traded for furs. Like the Basque

cod fishery and for many of the same reasons (plus, perhaps, the deple-

tion of bowhead whales), Basque whaling in the Gulf of St. Lawrence de-

clined precipitously in the late 1580s and ceased in the 1630s.

Map 2.7 European inshore fisheries, 1500-1600 | After J. Mannion, in Harris and

Matthews, Historical Atlas of Canada, vol. 1, plate 21.
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The Early Fur Trade
As early as the 1530s, a few fishermen also traded for furs, but by the 1550s

and 1560s some Norman vessels and others from La Rochelle were outfitted

exclusively for the fur trade. Most of them made for the coasts of Cape

Breton Island, peninsular Nova Scotia, and the Gulf of Maine. This trade

virtually stopped in the 1570s, a consequence, apparently, of religious wars

in Europe, but resumed in the 1580s and focused increasingly on the gulf

and estuary of the St. Lawrence. Many of the Basque ships in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence engaged in both trading and whaling; a few may have come

only to trade. Laurier Turgeon has found notarial records in Bordeaux of

twenty Basque ships outfitted for fur trading between 1580 and 1600. At

the same time, Breton merchants from St-Malo became interested in the

fur trade. A small trading ship from St-Malo reached the St. Lawrence in

1581, and several more over the next few years. The impetus to trade came

from the growing demand in Europe for broad-brimmed beaver felt hats

and, fortuitously, from the disruption of Russian fur supplies after Swedes

captured the Baltic port of Narva in 1581. Basques and Bretons competed

in this trade, sometimes violently, offering copper kettles, iron axes and

knives, beads, cloth, and clothing for beaver pelts, and also for marten and

otter. Trade goods from the 1580s appear in archaeological sites around

the eastern Great Lakes (earlier trade goods, entering from the Gulf of

Maine in the 1550s and 1560s, appear in Iroquoian sites south of Lake On-

tario). The trade slackened in the 1590s, partly because access to Russian

Map 2.8 Basque whaling stations, Gulf of St. Lawrence | After L. Turgeon, “French

Fishers, Fur Traders, and Amerindians,” William and Mary Quarterly 55, 4 (1998): 592.
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supplies had been re-established through the arctic port of Archangel, then

resumed at the end of the century.

In 1599 the French king, Henri IV, awarded a Huguenot, Pierre de

Chauvin de Tonnetuit, a trading monopoly and required him to “inhabit

the country and build a lodging there” (habiteroient le pays, et y feroient

une demeure). Chauvin built a fort well up the St. Lawrence at Tadoussac

at the mouth of the Saguenay River – a minuscule palisaded European

space in Native territory – and maintained it through the winter of 1600-1,

the first European trading post in Canada (Map 2.9). He died in France

early in 1603. Later that year his successor, Aymar de Chaste, sent three

ships to the St. Lawrence, on one of which was Samuel de Champlain,

Map 2.9 Port of Tadoussac | Samuel de Champlain, Les Voyages du sieur de Champlain

(Paris: Jean Berjon, 1613), 172.
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apparently as an observer. Champlain, then in his midthirties, was an ex-

perienced cartographer and navigator; as historical geographer Conrad

Heidenreich has pointed out, he learned more about the river and its tribu-

taries that summer than had all those who preceded him. He was the first

systematically to gather information about the interior from Native in-

formants, the first to recognize the potential of the birchbark canoe as a

vehicle for exploration. He also participated in the ceremonial ratification

of an alliance between a large group of Innu (Montagnais) and Algonquin

assembled near Tadoussac and François Gravé Du Pont, commander of

the expedition and representative of Henri IV. In return for a military

alliance, the Innu and Algonquin allowed the French to settle in the St.

Lawrence Valley – an understanding Henri IV had made the year before

Figure 2.3 Habitation at Port Royal, c. 1606. Champlain’s base for exploration

and trade in what is now the Bay of Fundy. | Samuel de Champlain, Les Voyages du sieur

de Champlain (Paris: Jean Berjon, 1613), 99.
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with two Innu whom Chauvin had taken to France. In 1604 Champlain

was in the employ of Pierre du Gua, sieur de Monts, who had acquired

Chauvin’s monopoly. De Monts opted for a settlement south of the Gulf

of St. Lawrence in the Bay of Fundy (Figure 2.3) where, again, Champlain

sought out Native informants and conducted the first detailed survey of

the Atlantic coast southward to Cape Cod. Back on the St. Lawrence to

stay in 1608, Champlain established a fort at Quebec (Figure 2.4), near

where Cartier had over-wintered in the 1530s, a shrewd selection of a com-

manding site on the principal Atlantic entry to the continental interior.

Figure 2.4 Habitation at Quebec (1608-12). The beginning of permanent French

settlement along the lower St. Lawrence. | Champlain, Les Voyages, 187.
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He intended it as a base for inland exploration and as a focus of potential

colonization, but immediately as a fur trade post in a promising area where

competition could be controlled.

The fort at Quebec placed Pierre de Gua’s trading venture deep in the

continental interior and amid the complex array of Native peoples shown

in Map 2.10. Champlain understood that further exploration and success-

ful trade depended on Native good will, on alliances with particular Na-

tive groups, and on Native technologies of travel and survival. He sent a

Map 2.10 Peoples, trade routes, and warfare around the St. Lawrence Valley,

c. 1600 | After B.G. Trigger, in Harris and Matthews, Historical Atlas of Canada, vol. 1, plate 33.
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French boy (Etienne Brûlé) to live with the Huron, and accepted in return

a Huron lad (Savignon), that each might learn the other’s language. He

expanded the alliance of 1603 to include the Huron, and was well aware

that in so doing he had entered a military alliance against the Iroquois

League. To solidify the alliance, in 1609 he ascended the Richelieu River

with a party of Huron and Algonquin and raided a Mohawk village, mem-

bers of the most easterly tribe in the Iroquois League (Map 2.10). In 1613

he travelled some 250 kilometres up the Ottawa River until stopped by the

Kichesipirini, an Algonquian-speaking people. Two years later he got

through to the Huron settlements at the foot of Georgian Bay and partici-

pated in a Huron raid into Iroquois territory south of Lake Ontario before

returning to Huronia for the winter. Champlain had solidified the Huron-

Algonquin-Innu alliance, brought the Huron directly into the fur trade,

and acquired much information about the lands and peoples around the

eastern Great Lakes.

With Huron participation in the fur trade, the well-established Huron

trading networks shown in Map 2.10 became the framework within which

furs were collected and French trade goods distributed throughout the

eastern Great Lakes. Increasingly, the Huron obtained furs from more in-

land peoples and traded them to the French along the lower St. Lawrence

for durable, useful goods such as axes, knives, kettles, and cloth (but rarely

for firearms, which the French were reluctant to trade), in so doing dis-

placing the Algonquian-speaking traders in the Ottawa Valley. As the Huron

consolidated their position as middlemen, they prevented French traders

from operating west of Montreal Island, and also traders from more in-

land peoples such as the Nipissing, Petun, and Ottawa from reaching the

French. By the late 1620s, a competing alliance of Mohawk and Dutch

emerged along the Hudson. As it did, the Mohawk resumed their north-

ward raids. Although French fur traders were hemmed into the St. Law-

rence Valley, their trade produced twelve to fifteen thousand beaver pelts a

year by the mid-1620s.

In these years Quebec was a fur trade post. Barely twenty people might

be called settlers. In 1627 Cardinal Richelieu, the French minister respon-

sible for commerce and colonies, awarded a trading monopoly to the Com-

pany of One Hundred Associates, a broadly based, well-financed group

that, in return for its monopoly privileges, assumed a charter obligation

to found a colony. The next year the company sent four hundred colonists
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in four ships, which were captured in the gulf by an Anglo-Scottish force

also bent on trade and colonization in the St. Lawrence Valley. At Quebec,

Champlain was starved into submission. However, England had no prior

claim to the region, and France regained it by the terms of the Treaty of

Saint Germain-en-Laye in 1632. Father Le Jeune, the Jesuit priest who ac-

companied the French back to Quebec, reported that only one French

farming family had survived the Anglo-Scottish years.

Although by this date an autonomous fur trade was little more than

fifty years old, some of its enduring qualities were already apparent. It was

entirely dependent on Native labour to gather and prepare furs, and on

Native traders to barter them for European goods. The most common

focus of interaction between European and Native traders was the fur trade

post, a palisaded and otherwise fortified site where European traders in

Native territory felt relatively secure. The fur post was linked on the one

hand to Native sources of fur, on the other to European suppliers and

markets. Extended lines of transportation provided these connections: on

the European side, a transatlantic voyage, and on the Native side, canoe

trips of many hundreds of kilometres. Considered in its most abstract

geometry, the fur trade was emerging as a system of nodes (forts) and cir-

cuits (routes of transportation and communication) that connected Eu-

ropean and Native worlds.

The speed with which the French fur trade on the St. Lawrence by-

passed the Kichesipirini and other groups in the Ottawa Valley, and then

with which the Huron drew on trading connections around much of the

northern Great Lakes, is an early indication of its capacity for territorial

expansion. The resource itself was widely distributed, and the incentive to

exploit it was driven by the Native demand for European goods and by

European traders’ interest in profit. There is no clear evidence at this early

date that resource depletion was driving expansion. As historical geog-

rapher Arthur Ray has suggested, it is more likely in these years that traders

sought to bypass middlemen so as to get at cheaper furs and the people

who wore them. Coat beaver – beaver pelts worn as coats to wear off the

long guard hairs – were particularly sought. As one coat comprised five to

eight beaver pelts, and as two or three years of winter wear were required

to remove the guard hairs from these pelts, a substantial trade in coat

beaver required access to a good many people. Ray suggests that the early
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trade expanded towards people (coat wearers) as much as towards beaver

populations.

As the fur trade moved into Native territory and away from Europe, it

began to merge, somewhat, Native and European cultures. Early portents

of this hybridity can be seen in Champlain’s geopolitical dealings with

Native peoples, his winter in Huronia, his maps, his appreciation of the

birchbark canoe, and in the speech-making and present-giving that ac-

companied trade at Quebec.

The European Impact
By the early 1630s, some 130 years after Cabot’s landfall, the northeastern

corner of North America was considerably changed. European explorers

had reconnoitered its difficult coastline, and their maps and reports had

made it well known in Europe. Along the axis of the St. Lawrence River

and northern Great Lakes, French geographical knowledge extended deep

into the continental interior. Both France and England laid claim to this

territory: the English along the east coast of Newfoundland and in the

north, the French everywhere else. European commercial capital pursued

a transatlantic cod fishery that was now more than a century old, and was

rapidly establishing a viable fur trade operating out of the St. Lawrence.

Native lives were altered by European introductions.

Although the cod fishery and the fur trade both drew European capi-

tal to New World resources and depended on transatlantic connections to

European markets, the nature and location of the resources they exploited

and the means they used to do so created radically different spatial econo-

mies. The one was tied to the Atlantic coast, the other moved quickly in-

land. The one drew almost all its labour from Europe, the other depended

largely on Native labour and required very few Europeans. The cod fish-

ery tended, therefore, to brush Native people aside, whereas the fur trade

depended on them. The pattern of one was somewhat radial (its hub a

rocky New World coast and adjacent fishing grounds, its rim a long Euro-

pean coast punctuated by fishing ports, and its many spokes the voyages

between), and the other strikingly linear, tied to the river. A somewhat

radial system favoured an international trade that was competitive rather

than monopolistic (there was no point at which the whole system could

be controlled), whereas linearity encouraged monopoly. Eventually, the
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fur trade would expand across the continent, in so doing altering the lives

of all Native peoples with whom it came in contact. The cod fishery would

remain fixed along the seacoast, to which for almost three hundred years

it would transport most of its labour across the Atlantic.

The early effects of the fur trade and cod fisheries on Native liveli-

hoods and cultures are now exceedingly difficult to discern. The Beothuk

people of Newfoundland undoubtedly coveted European goods, particu-

larly iron, which they usually obtained by pillaging shore installations af-

ter the fishermen had left for the season. Well-made iron arrowheads turn

up in archaeological sites. Such introductions made Native life easier. On

the other hand, as fishermen took over the coasts, Native bands often were

forced away, and livelihoods that had depended on both the interior (in

winter) and the coast (in summer) were undermined. This seems to have

been the fate of the Beothuk, who, increasingly cut off from the coast,

would eventually starve in the interior. On much of the Labrador coast

the Thule (Inuit) drove off Europeans, although interactions between the

Innu (Montagnais) and Basque whalers along the south coast of Labrador

west of the Strait of Belle Isle were common and peaceful. As European

goods entered Native economies, and as Native groups vied with each other

to acquire them, there is reason to suppose (but no evidence) that the

intensity of intergroup warfare increased and that groups well placed to

obtain these goods would either dominate those that were not or would

be displaced by more powerful groups. The fur trade also encouraged

Native economic specialization, as the early emergence of middlemen, first

in the Ottawa Valley and then among the Huron, suggests.

But the most important question about the changing character of

Native life, and one that still cannot be conclusively answered, is whether

European infectious diseases had diffused among the Native peoples of

northeastern North America at this time. The coming of Europeans had

broken millennia of biological isolation during which highly infectious

diseases such as smallpox and measles had emerged in agricultural

populations living in close association with domestic animals. These dis-

eases had become endemic in Europe and Africa, where, over the centu-

ries, populations developed some genetic immunity. When Europeans and

Africans began to cross the Atlantic, their diseases accompanied them and

diffused among people who had no genetic resistance to or cultural ex-

perience with them. The effects were catastrophic. Mortality rates from
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virgin-soil epidemics of smallpox (that is, among populations with no pre-

vious exposure to the disease) were characteristically in the order of 50 to

75 percent, sometimes higher. Growing evidence from around the western

hemisphere suggests that a hundred years after the first epidemics reached

a given area, it seldom had more than 10 percent of its pre-epidemic popu-

lation. In the long run there was no escaping these inadvertent intro-

ductions. They would diffuse everywhere. But had they diffused into

northeastern North America during the first long century of European

activity there?

The strongest evidence that they had is a statement from the Jesuit

father Biard in 1611. Writing about the Mi’kmaq, Biard said: “They are

astonished and often complain that since the French mingle with and carry

on trade with them they are dying fast and the population is thinning out.

They assert that ... all their countries were very populous, and they tell

how one by one different coasts, according as they have begun to traffic

with us, have been more reduced by disease.” There is also the puzzling

disappearance of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians, the people whom Jacques

Cartier encountered in the 1530s in several villages near Quebec and at

Hochelaga on Montreal Island. When the French returned to the St. Law-

rence in the 1580s, these people were gone. The lower St. Lawrence Valley

was sparsely inhabited by Innu in the east and Algonquin in the west; the

tribes of the Iroquois League, the Iroquois tribes living south of the St.

Lawrence and of Lake Ontario, considered the St. Lawrence Valley as well

as the land immediately north of Lake Ontario to be their hunting terri-

tory. For want of other evidence, the current tendency is to discount Biard

and to assume that the St. Lawrence Iroquoians were dispersed by warfare

instigated either by the Huron or by members of the Iroquois League (most

likely the Mohawk). The motive for such attacks, many have argued, may

have been access to the European goods that were beginning to enter the

St. Lawrence Valley. Possibly so, but given the number of men crossing the

Atlantic each year, the shortness of the voyage under favourable condi-

tions (well under a month to eastern Newfoundland), and the long incu-

bation period of smallpox (seven to eighteen days) during which the disease

is neither apparent nor infective, it is clear that a disease such as smallpox

could readily have crossed the Atlantic. It reached York Factory on Hud-

son Bay in 1720 after a sea voyage of two months. Basque voyages into the

Gulf of St. Lawrence were much shorter than this, and at some whaling
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stations Basques and Native people worked side by side. There is evidence

that St. Lawrence Iroquoians traded with Europeans as far east as the Strait

of Belle Isle. Quite possibly Father Biard should be taken at his word;

quite possibly the St. Lawrence Iroquoians were dispersed by warfare after

being decimated by disease. Elsewhere on the continent, epidemics com-

monly upset balances of power and led to heightened warfare. The fact of

the matter, however, is that until more evidence appears, no firm state-

ment can be made about sixteenth-century disease in northeastern North

America.

Environmental impacts are also difficult to assess, although, as envi-

ronmental historian Richard Hoffmann has pointed out, the general pat-

tern is clear enough. Europeans were externalizing their own demands in

distant ecologies, an “ecological footprint” that only a handful of them

would ever see. The products of these activities – in the fishery, dried or

salted pieces of cod – were standardized and decontextualized wares, sub-

stitutes in the European market for many species of increasingly scarce

local fish. Environmental effects were displaced and were either invisible

or, because so distant, inconsequential.

There is no doubt about the impact of the inshore fishery on the coasts

behind it. Shore installations required a great deal of wood, and as early as

1622 an observer noted that “the woods along the coasts are so spoyled by

the fishermen that it is a great pity to behold them, and without redress

undoubtedly will be the ruine of this good land. For they wastefully bark,

fell and leave more wood behind them to rot than they use about their

stages although they employ a world of wood upon them.” Forest fires

may have been even more damaging and have ranged farther inland. The

extent to which fish stocks were affected is unclear. These were hook,

line, and bait fisheries, the production of which, large as it was, pales by

twentieth-century standards. Yet, there is medieval evidence that similar

technologies depleted cod stocks in European waters. In addition, histori-

cal geographer Grant Head has found the following in a 1683 Colonial

Office document regarding the somewhat later inshore Newfoundland

fishery:

Though there be Harbours and conveniences on shoare for the making

of Fish there is not fishing ground or can constantly be fish enough for

so many Boates as they have kept, as is evident, for they seldom make
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good Voyages above once in three Years, whereas were there but half so

many Boates fisht there, they could not make so great a Destruction

One Year as to prejudice the next yeares fishery.

Although the evidence is equivocal, sixteenth-century whaling may have

depleted the population of bowhead whales along the coast of Labrador.

The fur trade also externalized demand for a denatured product, in

this case dried and cured beaver pelts, but no reliable information about

its environmental impact exists at this time. There is no evidence that the

members of the Iroquois League had begun to raid northward because

beaver were depleted in their territories. In the longer run, the spatial or-

ganization of the fur trade itself – its permanent settlements, regional eco-

nomic specialization, routes of long-distance transportation, and capacity

to distribute provisions – would make it an ecological system that differed

radically from the older Native systems on which it was superimposed.

In sum, European influences acquired a considerable momentum in

northeastern North America in the sixteenth century. The coastline and

the principal Atlantic entry to the midcontinental interior were explored,

mapped, and claimed. The cod fishery and the fur trade drew European

capital far ahead of European agricultural settlers, perched European men

in tiny camps – a fishing installation, a fur post – surrounded by alien

land, and created systems for negotiating New World space and exploiting

New World ecologies. Around the fishery, Native people recoiled some-

what. The fur trade, however, drew Europeans into the continent and to-

wards Native people, in so doing locating patches of land that would prove

suitable for agricultural settlement.
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